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Modernize and Maximize Your BI Investments

Why is Business Intelligence Different?
 How many different ERP systems does a typical company have?
 How many CRM systems does a typical company use?

 How many WM and SCM applications make sense?
 And the typical BI environment?
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What is ZENOPTICS
We are a BI & Analytics Operations Console.
We provide an end to end platform for all your data
and BI users to view, manage and govern your
existing and future BI assets from a single
environment. ZenOptics gives you a commanding
view into the reports, visualizations, and the data
everyone uses everyday, in their native environment
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Analytics Consumption Challenge
WHAT insights
are meaningful?

WHY
are the
numbers
inconsistent?

WHAT
does this
KPI mean?

CAN
I trust it?
WHO
owns this
report?

HOW
can I access
it?

WHERE
can I find that
right report?
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HOW
can I share
it?

DO YOU KNOW …..
1

HOW MANY DATA SOURCES EXIST IN YOUR COMPANY ?

2

HOW MANY USERS ARE ACCESSING EACH OF THESE SOURCES ?

3

HOW MANY REPORTS ARE DUPLICATE AND REDUNDANT ?

4

IF THERE ARE ANY SECURITY VIOLATIONS FOR DATA ACCESS ?

5

IF A SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH EXISTS ACROSS YOUR ENTERPRISE?

6

IF ALL DECISIONS ARE ACCURATE WITH A COMPLETE VIEW OF DATA ?
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Disparate should not be Desperate
• Collaboration is a key element of the new Data regime
• Being able to communicate and share across BI
environments
• Machine Learning and Recommendation engines
• Suggest reports similar to those you already use
• Present data that is similar to that which you have in
your reports
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End the BI Wars
• Why do you have to standardize on a tool?
• All tools can be supported by all data sets
• Create workflows and workbooks that have multivendor visualizations and dashboards
• Machine Learning will suggest across vendor boundaries
and into non-shared data sets and reports
• Silos and Islands will be eliminated
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Stakeholder Challenge

Corporate
• Complex & Fragmented
Landscape
• Departmental Silos
• Decision making not consistent
• Multiple versions of
the truth
• How to reduce Costs?

Business User
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analytics Community

Is the information available?
Where can I find it?
Who can provide more details ?
How do I get access ?
What does this KPI mean?
Has anyone validated? Can I
trust it?

• What is best way to visualize?
• How can I ensure that numbers
are accurate?
• What similar content exists?
• How can I share my content?
• How to certify?
• How can I get feedback?
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IT/CoE
•
•
•
•

How do I empower users?
Encourage self service
Reduce IT tickets
Reduce duplication – data and
reports
• Manage central data dictionary
• How to measure usage?
• How do I stay within BI Budgets
and reduce TCO ?
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ZENOPTICS – A Virtual BI CoE Platform
Search / Machine Learning / Artificial Intelligence

CATALOG

CURATE

MANAGE

GOVERN

COLLABORATE

ANALYTICS ON ANALYTICS
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ZENOPTICS Value Proposition
Consolidates access to analytics across multiple vendors
Leverage your existing security infrastructure
Retains in tool visualization while promoting interoperability
Leverages Machine Learning to promote data sharing
Provides a multi-vendor user interface to end BI Wars
Employs a Natural Language Query capability for all users
Improves user adoption and increases productivity
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ZENOPTICS Use Cases
Tool Consolidation
• Tool consolidations provides
standardization & reduce costs
• Compare and contrast of insights provides
smoother transition
• ZENOPTICS is a unifying platform that
brings users and content together

M&A
• Bring single point of access for fragmented
insights
• Quickly on-board multiple reporting sources
in one platform
• Facilitate Master Data harmonization
• Simplify post merger integrations

Report Rationalization

Process Workflow

• ZENOPTICS surfaces reports that are not
being used
• ZENOPTICS quickly identifies duplicate
reports
• Removing unused and duplicate reports
reduces maintenance costs

• One click access to routine workflow that is
spread in multiple systems
• Single Sign on provides huge productivity
boost
• Standardized workflow ensures proper due
diligence for accurate decisions

Auditing

Data Reconciliation

• Provide collaborative environment
• Comments on reports allow for
traceability, tracking & auditing
• Searchable content provides easy access
to information
• Access to process docs in one place
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• ZENOPTICS allows side by side
comparisons of data in multiple sources
• User confidence on data increases when
they are able to quickly cross-validate data
in different sources.
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DEMO

Case Study 1: Leading Moving & Relocation Company
Corporate BI Hub
A $3B International Moving and Relocation services company with <32000 agents worldwide.
BUSINESS AND IT CHALLENGE
Investments in Business Objects (XIR2 and BO4.1), BIRST and SSRS. Currently moving to Azure
and evaluating PowerBI. Access and Distribution of reports was a challenge. Managing diverse BI
landscape was turning expensive and inconsistent decision making was creeping in.

SOLUTION
ZENOPTICS deployed on Azure, became their Central BI Hub for both Internal and External
Consumers. ZENOPTICS provided access to diverse content in ONE place. Workflows in
ZENOPTICS provided a consistent way to execute business processes.

ZenOptics serves as a portal to organize our large Agent community. We have legacy
environments along with new reporting environments and ZenOptics will allow a single solution
for them to log into and view all of their reports and dashboards in one place creating
efficiencies. – BI Director
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Case Study 2- Leading Healthcare Company
Single Access to BI & Transactions
A $40B+ revenue operator of health care facilities with over 180K employees
BUSINESS AND IT CHALLENGE
Company has experienced fast growth with acquisitions. As a result the IT landscape is complex
with a number of Healthcare systems and various BI systems. 50K+ Business users access reports
built using Tableau, BusinessObjects, MicroStrategy, Arcplan and other data sources. Business
requires quick access to information to address the dynamic market needs and regulatory
changes.
SOLUTION
ZENOPTICS provides quick access to BI and transactional systems in one place. ZENOPTICS
provide an integrated experience that allows users to seamlessly access transactional systems
and Analytics assets.
ZENOPTICS became their Central BI Hub that simplified the access to diverse information in one
place. End-users feel empowered to discover existing content. ZENOPTICS coexists in a diverse
landscape and brings end users closer to IT in a collaborative environment.
“ZENOPTICS has been very effective for our department IT&S to simplify access of content without any
disruption to our existing environments. In the pilot projects, business users have loved the simple access
with the collaboration & workflow capabilities” – BI Lead
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Case 3: Fastest Growing Provider of Glass Doors and Windows
BI Hub / Data Catalog
Private company with more than 300 global employees

BUSINESS AND IT CHALLENGE
Report distribution was haphazard and lacked consistency. Revisions didn’t get to everyone and
email became the primary method of distribution. Investments in SSRS, PowerBI and Tableau.
While moving into a new facility and creating a new Datawarehouse, they realized that a multivendor reporting environment also created chaos.
SOLUTION
ZENOPTICS allowed a wide variety of users to share reports and metrics across preferred
reporting environments and feel confident that shared information is the correct and valid
information, always. ZENOPTICS took a multi-vendor reporting environment, even within a small
company, to a truly usable cross platform environment that met the unique needs of all their
users.
“With ZENOPTICS we can get everyone on the same page. Our sales and finance departments use same
reports. ZENOPTICS allows us to share content and avoid duplicate reports “ – BI Director
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ZENOPTICS Value Proposition
Consolidates access to analytics across multiple vendors
Leverage your existing security infrastructure
Retains in tool visualization while promoting interoperability
Leverages Machine Learning to promote data sharing
Provides a multi-vendor user interface to end BI Wars
Employs a Natural Language Query capability for all users
Improves user adoption and increases productivity
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Suzanne Hoffman
shoffman@zenoptics.com
773-789-7795
Ramesh Sunder
rsunder@zenoptics.com
650.440.1311

Thank You

Saurbh Khera
skhera@zenoptics.com
408.420.7906

www.zenoptics.com
www.zedventures.com/zenoptics

